Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
XO-Teasley says:
:;On the Bridge::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The three Breen vessels will be within weapons range in 3 minutes
XO-Teasley says:
::Doing a full sesnor sweep::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::in sickbay, going over reports::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::at the TAC position:: CO: The Breen will be within weapons range in 3 minutes.
FCO_Jadahn says:
::on the bridge, manning the helm::
Host CO-Gabel says:
FCO: retreat to a secure position
XO-Teasley says:
::wondering if we are in this AR::
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye sir... ::takes Titan around one of the asteroids a little bit so that Titan only has to worry about the Breen coming at them from one side::
Host CO-Gabel says:
FCO: can you pot a course for the area where the sensor's began to act a bit shakey?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: As Titan moves around an asteroid, a Breen vessel takes pot-shots, but misses.
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Sir, we are under fire.
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: return fire, ALL: Red Alert.
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye sir... assuming original position
Host CO-Gabel says:
ALL: Shields up ... Charge weapons to max
XO-Teasley says:
::sweeping the area for the FCO so he can move the ship::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::notices red alert and glances at sickbay, where teams are preping for any potential casualties.::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: as Titan moves, the targeting sensors cloud up.
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::brings the theship to red alert and opens phaser fire:: CO: Yes sir.
Host AGMDave  (Alert.wav)
Host CO-Gabel says:
XO && CTO: any tactical weaknesses within the Breen vessels?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Targeting sensors are offline and main sensors are clouding up now as well.
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::opens a viewscreen on the panel and switches to manual targeting:: CO: Sir, I have to switch to manual targeting.
XO-Teasley says:
CO: Sir, If at all possible. Request premission to go and borrow a Breen ship.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The results of Titan's weapons fire are impossible to determine.
Host CO-Gabel says:
XO: request denied ... that would leave this vessel vunrable to attack!!
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO/CTO/XO: Sirs... I have a suggestion.. if I time it just right, we could back off at the right speed and time to make it so we are just out of the area of interference and the Breen are in the middle of it.
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO/CTO/XO: ...then we could fire on them while they are blind
Host CO-Gabel says:
FCO: very good suggestion ... carry it out!
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan shakes as the Breen fire blindly.
XO-Teasley says:
FCO: Sounds interesting. ::moves a panel to repair the senors::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO/XO/FCO: Sir, that won't much, becuase, that area will just appear to be a cloud of scambled readings, while everything else is clear.
FCO_Jadahn says:
Bridge Crew: It's now or never... shall I proceed?
XO-Teasley says:
CO: I say we go for it, sir
Host CO-Gabel says:
FCO: proceed
FCO_Jadahn says:
Bridge Crew: Alright... I'm moving us in 3....2...1... mark. ::backs Titan off, matching the Breen's speed, but just a little faster::
FCO_Jadahn says:
::waits for sensors to clear up::
XO-Teasley says:
::takes a brunt circut board out and repairs it quickly::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan's sensors begin to clear, but targeting sensors are still offline
FCO_Jadahn says:
::looks to CTO::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen are lined up in an offensive position ready to fire.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::moves to the front of one of the biobeds as a female ensign comes in with burns along her arm from a burst panel::
XO-Teasley says:
CTO: I am working on your targeting sensors. Stand by
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: if the targeting sensors are off ... try to target manually
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO/XO: I suggest that we should try and hack into the enviromental contols, because the Breen body dies very quickly whenver the temperature goes above 260 Kelvin, which is only 25 kelvin above normal.  Or do something of the sort that would have the same effect.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::injects a painkiller and begins to run a dermal regenerator over the burned area::
FCO_Jadahn says:
::watching Nav sensors:: Bridge Crew: We better hurry, sirs... we don't have too much time before they leave the area of interference
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen fire.
XO-Teasley says:
CO: Sir I have an idea about the target senors
Host CO-Gabel says:
XO: Go ahead
Host CO-Gabel says:
::waits to hear the XO's Idea::
XO-Teasley says:
CO: We take a shuttle out but keep it inside the shields and tie into it target senors and use them for fireing
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO/XO: Sirs.. I have one as well...not about targeting though... while their sensors are clouded, we could fire on the asteroid.... create some debris... they won't get them on their clouded sensors and may fly through the debris
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan is hit and a fire starts where the XO is working.  The XO's hair is singed and he has burns to the face.
Host CO-Gabel says:
XO: that would be no good ... Mr Teasley, the Shuttle's weaker sensor grid would have a greater interferance rate
XO-Teasley says:
Bridge: Hot poatao
XO-Teasley says:
::jumps back from the panel::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::finishes up with the woman in sickbay and walks over to whre Dr. Fey is treating one of the civilians for a broken arm::
Host CO-Gabel says:
*CMO* Medical emergancy on the bridge ... XO suffering from facial burs
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen now begin to fire a rapid volley.  Titan is hit hard and casualties begin to get reported.
CMO_Engstrom says:
*CO* Bridge, Sickbay, on my way. ::picks up a field kit and walks out of sickbay, heading for the bridge::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::returns fire under manual targeting...full spread of torpedos and phaser fire::
XO-Teasley says:
::that standing to close to an open flame::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan lets loose with all weapons scoring hits on each Breen ship.  Damage to the Breen cannot be determined, but they have stopped firing.
XO-Teasley says:
::stands and grabs a gard rail::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks out onto the bridge and heads towards the XO, picking up a medical tricorder and reaching an arm out to steady himself:: XO: Hold still.
FCO_Jadahn says:
::looks to CO::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: The fire has stopped.
XO-Teasley says:
CMO: Sure Doctor ::stands there::
Host CO-Gabel says:
FCO: that would not be wise ... the astoriods appear to be what brought us here, in theory.  Destroying them might leave us stuck here
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: status of Breen vessels
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen ships disappear from the clouded sensors.
XO-Teasley says:
CMO: Who bad are the burns Doctor?
CMO_Engstrom says:
::injects the XO with a small dosage of metafemine for the pain, and begins running a dermal regenerator over the torn and crispy skin surface::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Sir, they have disappeared from sensors, they might have cloaked.
CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: Third or second degree, ill do a quick fix up here, then when things settle down we can clean up the mess in sickbay::
XO-Teasley says:
::wiats for the Doctor to do his job::
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: scan for ship emmissions, and radiation in that area
XO-Teasley says:
CMO: Thankyou doctor
CMO_Engstrom says:
::closes the last leaking gash and gestures for the XO to get back to whatever it is he does:: XO: Anybody else injured up here?
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::scans for emissions in the ship's area::
XO-Teasley says:
CMO: No just me
CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: Right, ill be back in sickbay then, we have wounded down there. ::turns and walks off of the bridge::
FCO_Jadahn says:
::awaits orders::
Host CO-Gabel says:
FCO: pull us out of the astorid field
XO-Teasley says:
CO: Sir, If this is an Alertnate reality there should be other StarFleet vessels around
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye sir, I'm taking us away at full impulse
FCO_Jadahn says:
XO: Sir, if you don't mind me adding, the Breen also seem to talk as if Federation vessels are common targets... possible the Federation is very weak, or virtually dead.
Host CO-Gabel says:
XO: send out a message on StarFleet frequencies, a call for any Federation Vessels, code it, then send it
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: he sensors gradually clear up as Titan leaves the asteroids and heads for the research station.  The Breen are nowhere to be found.
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: scan for Federation vessels
XO-Teasley says:
::walks over to the OPS station and begins sending coded transmitions to other starfleet vessels.::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::scans for federation vessels::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::arrives in sickbay and see's things well under control, with one woman resting and waiting for his arrival to remove a large piece of shrapnel from her stomach::
XO-Teasley says:
CO: Stanrd StarFleet channels are very quite. Like almost no one is using them
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: NO vessels on sensors.
FCO_Jadahn says:
::wonders if we are still in the same alternate reality... or another version of reality....maybe our original one::
Host CO-Gabel says:
Self:<w> That is strange ...
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: none ... hostile, unknown, or friendly?
CMO_Engstrom says:
::washes his hands and gets into his surgical gown as a medic manipulates a nerve dampener to relieve the woman of any pain::  Medics: Alright, standard invasive retreval.  Object appears to be duranium shard, shouldn't posess any real danger from its line of attack ::begins drawning in incision lines on the woman's abdomen::
XO-Teasley says:
CO: Remeber sir, in this AR StarFleet could be almost gone. Who knows about our other Allies
Host CO-Gabel says:
XO: Scan Norton, for any trace emssions, or radiation
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Sir, maybe we can try hailing Norton?
XO-Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir. ::scans::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::scans for any vessels::
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: life signs on Norton?
FCO: put us in orbit of around the station
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye sir, assuming standard orbit of Norton
XO-Teasley says:
CO: No life signs but a stable power
Host CO-Gabel says:
XO: Take the CMO, and a few security officer over to the Station, Investigate
XO-Teasley says:
CO: AYe sir.
FCO_Jadahn says:
::wonders if we not only have changed realities... but time period as well::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::makes a secondary incision and allows the medic to manipulate the charged magnetic field to draw the object out::
XO-Teasley says:
::starts walking out of the bridge:: *CMO*: Doctor bring a med kit and meet me in TR1
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Sir, perhaps if we can get some of the data logs from the norton, that might explain some things.
XO-Teasley says:
::calls for 3 Secturiy teams::
CMO_Engstrom says:
Dr. Fey: Close please doctor.  ::takes off gloves and picks up medical kit, placing a phaser in the clip on his belt:: *XO* On my way.
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: attempt to access the stations computer from here
CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks out of sickbay still wearing the blood red surgical garb::
XO-Teasley says:
::walks into TR1. Two SC teams wiating the third getting ready::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Yes sir.  ::tries to initiate a data link to the station's computer systems::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks into the ships transporter room, and looks around at the assembled, then takes his place on the transport pad::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::raises an eyebrow at all the security and contemplates appropriating a phaser rifle::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::watches the XO and Security get into gear, then walks over and picks up a compression phaser rifle, checking the charge and resting it against his side near his medkit::
CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: Are we invading somebody? ::gestures at all the grim looking security guards::
XO-Teasley says:
::grabs a phaser rifle and put a type II in his belt:: CMO: Ready Doctor?
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
*XO*: Sir, can I get you to open up a data transfer from over there.  It will be a long process if I try from here.
CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: ::double checks charge on his phaser and rifle, then clicks the safety off on the later:: Ready sir.
XO-Teasley says:
*CTO*: Alright. *CO*: Ready to go down here
XO-Teasley says:
*CTO*: You have the bridge.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::waiting on the TR pad::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CO gives his approval for the AT to beam to the station.
FCO_Jadahn says:
::listens to the everything going on::
XO-Teasley says:
::beams over to Norton::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The AT beams over to the station.
CMO_Engstrom says:
::stands somewhat stiffly, waiting for the transporter effect, then is dematerialized and rematerializes on the station...::
XO-Teasley says:
@::On the Bridge of the Station::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::Glances around the area they beamed into, turning the light on his rifle on:: 
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: Start sweeping the place for anything orgnic
XO-Teasley says:
@::The SC teams speard out::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The station looks like it has been recently abandoned.  Equipment has been left on, and there is an extra console that is shut down.
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
COM: XO: Can you get me a data transfer.  That should help.
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Aye sir. ::picks up tricorder and sets it for large area scanning:: All appears deserted, permission to try and access the stations internal sensors to confirm?
XO-Teasley says:
COM: CTO: Ok, Stand By. ::walks over to a data transfer station::
XO-Teasley says:
@::up load under way::
CMO_Engstrom says:
@::walks over to the stations main science and operations station, glancing at the XO, waiting to see if he can attempt to get into the Stations sensors::
XO-Teasley says:
@COM:CTO: Are you getting it?
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: update
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: Doctor can you acess to Stations senors logs and there study on the mineral.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The upload feed to Titan is working perfectly.
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Aye sir ::plugs his tricorder into the stations computer and begins accessing records and sensors::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: The station appears to be abadoned, and I now have a data link with the station.
FCO_Jadahn says:
::awaits further orders... meanwhile, watches the station on sensors::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::access the starcharts and station's sensor logs, and requests the computer bring up anything not matching the Titan's records::
CMO_Engstrom says:
@::hooks up the last log entry and puts it on the stations main viewer, tagging the rest of the records for download to the Titan::
XO-Teasley says:
@::trys to acess to Commanding officer logs::
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Stations logs are on screen Commander, let me know if any of them grab you... ::looking into the stations records:: XO: I think ive found something.
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Sir, this is odd.  I am detecting a whole lot of weapons located on the station, which shouldn't be there.  It was like it was turned into a battle station.
XO-Teasley says:
@CO: What do you have?
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: According to this, this station was studying a new mineral, they have been calling it Solivium, somehow they caused some sort of shift in the space time continuum.  Possibly a local effect.
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: That explains us being here and not there
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: have we downloaded the Station CO's logs yet
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: The CO's logs are encrtyed. I'll try to break them.
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::accessess the logs and downloads them:: CO: We do now.
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Its possible this mineral is some sort of power source, possibly a new catalyst.  They might have been using it in an attempt to regulate a MA/AM reaction...  That could cause this distortion.
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: transfer them to my Ready Room, and you have the bridge
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The three Breen vessels appear on sensors now.  They have a Jem Hadar Battlecruiser with them, manned by Breen.
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Yes sir.  ::transfers the logs to the Ready Room::
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: That is all well and good but is there anyway on using it to get out of this AR?
Host CO-Gabel says:
::heads for his Ready Room::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
*CO*: Sir!! Breen vessels.  On sensors...and a Jem Hadar Battlecruiser.
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Vessels approaching on sensors. Three Breen Vessels, one Jem Haddar Crusier, they are forming up and heading for the Titan.
FCO_Jadahn says:
::thinks, "Oh happy days... more Breen"::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
*XO* Hey.  There should be a weapons console over there.  See if you can power up the weapons over there...we have company.
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: Does this ship have weapons?
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: order an evac for the XO and crew from the station, once aboard ... exit the system
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Theoretically if we reversed the polarity of the MA/AM reaction, using the Solivium as a catalyst, it might collapse the disturbance.
XO-Teasley says:
@COMM: TItan working on it
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: No sir, Genesis Class Research Station, totally unarmed.
FCO_Jadahn says:
CTO: sir, if they can, do you think that we could use the station to our advantage? it is bristling with weapons.....
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
COM: XO: Leave the station. I repeat, leave the station.
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO:Down load everything to Titan and get ready to get out of here.
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
FCO: Once we get them back, lets get out of here.
Host CO-Gabel says:
Computer: attempt to isolate Station CO's log encryption routine, de-crypt
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
:: downloads all files::
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Aye sir ::innitiates a mass core dump::  All files being transferd to USS Titan.  It will take a while though.
XO-Teasley says:
@COMM: Titan Prepare to beam us back
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::uses the connection to access weapons and sees if they are workable::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Jem Hadar ship fires on the station, while the Breen ships fire on Titan. The station is hit hard and the AT is knocked around.  Titan's shields are down to 77%
FCO_Jadahn says:
CTO: Want me to beam them back?
Host CO-Gabel says:
::Exits ready room::
XO-Teasley says:
::grabs onto a console:: @CMO: Let us get out of here.
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: I ordered a leave of the system ...
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: return fire ...
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: We are under attack ::grabs onto his chair:: 
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: They are returning.
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: The Titan cannot beam us aboard without dropping their shields.  Permission to raise station shielding?
XO-Teasley says:
@COMM: Titan lock out us and beam us back
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Sir, we could use the weapons on the station to fend them off, while we finish getting all of those files.
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::attempts to power the weapons on the station::
FCO_Jadahn says:
::hears CTO, and nods, looking at the CO::
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: Raises shields if they have them and prepare to lower them for transport.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen fire agian, knocking out Titan's transporters.  Shields down to 67%
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: open a channel to the XO
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Transporters are down.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A console near the rear of the OPS center of the station begins to light up, then goes dark.
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Aye sir, shields up! ::Moves quickly to operations and activates station shielding::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: There is one open.
Host CO-Gabel says:
COMM: XO: we need you to access the weapons array on the station ...
XO-Teasley says:
@COMM: CO: Woerking out it, sir
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::returns fire...full spread::
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: Lock weapons and fire
Host CO-Gabel says:
FCO: Evassive manuevers
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The battlecruiser fires on the station again, hitting it hard.  Debris falls everywhere.
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Sir, permission to engage in manual evasive maneuvers?
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: The Titan is taking fire, her shields are down to 67%, they have sustained damage.  ::notices weapons control:: XO: Aye sir, locking and fireing ::opens fire on the Battlecrusier::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: I just thought I would let you know, but the Breen vessels have bio components.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan's weapons hit the Breen, but their shileds hold
XO-Teasley says:
@::runs over to another console::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::fires again::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The stations shields are up and now taking a beating, but the weapons are offline
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Station weapons are offline.  Possibly damage.
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Sir...?  ::just goes into automated maneuvering, since he takes that as a "no"::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Sir, I suggest if we are just sitting here in this position, we should at least and try and hack their enviromental controls and raise the temperature on them.
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: Let hurry and work on them::
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: Bio-
XO-Teasley says:
@::goes to  pnael and takes off the cover and works on the weapons::
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Shields have finished their activation cycle, readings are nominal :: acesses the operations subsystem, attempting to isolate and route power to the weapons grid::
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: Fire on the Breen vessels
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The link to the station is lost
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: I am.
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: The data link to the station has been lost.
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: DO you still have the link to Titan
FCO_Jadahn says:
CTO: I can assist you in accessing their ships, if you wish... I've had some....uh.... experience.... with those kinds of things...
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
FCO: Only under the captain's permission.
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: rite now that is not a consern that we should be facing ... our prime goal is to get the XO, and the other on the station back here
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Link has failed, I belive the weapons are on a dedicated system.  There must be a console somewhere on here that has been dedicated to their functions/
FCO_Jadahn says:
::nods to CTO::
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: I am on it.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Breen break formation and begin evasive maneuvers, Titan's weapons do little damage.  The Jem Hadar Ship now heads for Titan, firing all the way.
XO-Teasley says:
@::runs over to a the console and try weapons control::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::full spread of quantum torpedo and phasers are fired at the cruiser::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan is hit by the JH ship.  Warp drive is offline, shields are at 56%
Host CO-Gabel says:
FCO: attempt to lead them into the astoroid fields
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Sir, warp is offline.
CMO_Engstrom says:
@::continues altering shields:: XO: Sir, since our shields came up we have not been fired upon, if the Titan moves within 2,000 km I can extend out shields to bolster them, this station has a larger power core than the Titan, we could also transport freely with station systems.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan's fire hits the cruiser, but their shields take it
Host CO-Gabel says:
::rushes to the engineering station::
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye sir... trying ::takes the battered Titan into the astroid field::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The station's weapons console powers up
Host CO-Gabel says:
::attempts to raise the Titan's shield capability::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Sir, our weapons on not having any effect.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan's shields raise to 62%
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: Increasing power from the warp engines to the weapons array ...
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Also, try rotating weapons frequencies, the Breen have an organic technology, they may have partially adapted to standard Federation frequencies.
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: I have weapons
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Confirmed, my consoles show weapons hot.  We can fire at will.
FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Sir, we are in the asteroid field
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: Fire in the hole. ::hits the phaser fire button::
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::increases power fromthe warp core to the weapons and opens fire::
Host CO-Gabel says:
CTO: target main systems on the Breen vessels, warp core .. excetra
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan's sensors are obscured, but she's no longer under fire.
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Recommend concentrating fire on the Battlewagon, she has the largest compacity to hurt us quickly.
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: Does this tube have engines too?
Host CO-Gabel says:
COMM: XO: what is your status
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Normal stations only have manuvering thrusters, I wouldn't advise trying to chase them with that.
XO-Teasley says:
@COMM: CO: Online and Hot Captain.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The station unleashes its pulse phasers on the closest Breen vessel, destroying it instantly.
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: Just a thought.
XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: Lock QT's on the JH ships and fire
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The JH cruiser and other two Breen vessels turn their attention on the station.
CTO_Scott_Madson says:
CO: Sir, one ship has been destroyed by the station, but the vessels are turning on the station.
CMO_Engstrom says:
@XO: Breen vessel destroyed, the other ships have adjusted their formation, they are no longer fireing on the Titan.
XO-Teasley says:
@::targets the Phaser on the Breen ship::

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.
Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISISON>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CMO_Engstrom says:
@::does the chicken dance::
FCO_Jadahn says:
::pushes Jeff over::
CMO_Engstrom says:
@::drops a grenade down the FCO's shirt, and runs away giggleing::
CMO_Engstrom says:
Boom >:-P
FCO_Jadahn says:
::pulls the grenade out and sees the pin dangling there.... PULLS the pin and throws the grenade at Jeff, where he watches it explode::
CMO_Engstrom says:
::drops down a convienient manhole and lets the explosion roll above him::

